
Online Learning Advisory Council 
Meeting Minutes  

November 3, 2023 1:00pm (Zoom)  

 
1. Approval of September Minutes. The minutes were approved as written. 
2. Canvas updates-Ed Lovitt spoke about several items.  

a. Ed is contacting the professors using Yuja as the proctoring tool will be sunset 
December 1, 2023. We cannot use proctoring functionality as of January 1. Ed is 
telling people to make plans to look for another proctoring tool. Respondus has 
its restrictions, and Yuju via Canvas allows for flexibility. Ed will invite the Ed Tech 
Advisory Committee to discuss options. 

b. Blackboard Ally checks for accessibility. It has been renewed for one year and 
perhaps we should look for something else. Note that when all course content is 
copied, even if you do not use all files, Ally will give a score based on accessibility. 
(Red is not good, green is good). Consider looking at content and deleting things 
you no longer use in your course. 

c. Turnit in has AI functionality. We may explore using other options. Be aware that 
there are false positives that report cheating. Justin Stanley will have an AI PLD 
session.  

3. RSI Sub-Committee Update- Jessica, George, Darlene spoke at great length about the 
feedback about the rubric. OLAC decided it will continue to look over and discuss 
recommendations about making changes to the rubric. Once the discuss has finished 
here in OLAC, it can go to ABC and IDC.  

4. OLAC name has changed the C for Council to C for committee based on a vote today.  
5. Next Meeting December 1 @ 1:00 
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